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1. Because I expect many @GOP including
@SenateGOP & @HouseGOP may be charged with
Treason in 2021, I've been trying to understand
Constitution's Art III Treason clause 3, that says treason
can cause a "Corruption of Blood."

2. Here it is: 

"The Congress shall have Power to declare the Punishment of Treason, but no

Attainder of Treason shall work Corruption of Blood, or Forfeiture except during the

Life of the Person attainted."

3. First, the use of the word Attainder is easily confused with a "Bill of Attainder"

prohibited by Art. I section 9. IMO Art III's usage of Attainder means: "Forfeiture of

property and loss of civil rights of a person sentenced to death or outlawed."

4. So this clause simply says Congress has the power to require all of a proven

traitor's property is deemed forfeit. We see forfeitures so much under current federal

law we forget that it was not a traditional law enforcement sanction but limited to the

highest of high crimes.

5. So today we see reports that Barr is about to begin work on rounding up Trump's

enemies list. In a way I welcome it. I want to see @TheDemocrats grow steel in their

spines for the work that must be done in 2020 and especially in 2021. It will free us to

charge the Kochs who

6. funded the Treason. Upon their conviction the Constitution provides the Govt can

seize all their assets. Same for Adelson and Mercers. They will all be Attained in

accordance with the Framers original intent. As for @realDonaldTrump, I think he's

insolvent but he is about

7. to move to degree of tyranny that a simple act of destroying his family will be

healing for America and therefore mandated regardless of the value of his over-

leveraged assets. Bring it on Donald. And for folks like @MittRomney, they may want

to start thinking of their family.
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